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Two types of the variance-to-mean methods for the subcritical system that was driven by
the periodic and pulsed neutron source were developed and their experimental examination
was perforined with the Kyoto University Critical Assembly and a pulsed neutron generator.
As a result, it was demonstrated that the prompt neutron decay constant could be measured
by these methods. From this fact, it was concluded that the present variance-to-mean
methods had potential for being used in the subcriticality monitor for the ftiture accelerator
driven system operated with the pulse-mode.
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1. Introduction
2. Theoretical

It is expected that subcriticality monitoring will be
needed for the ftiture accelerator-driven system (ADS) 2.1 Variance-to-mean method
from the viewpoint of the nuclear criticality safety. To In the V-to-M method, the a-value can be evaluated
develop the subcriticality monitor for the ADS, we from the Y-value defined as the variance to mean ratio
have paid attention to the neutron correlation methods of neutron counts minus unity with respect to the
that can evaluate the subcriticality through various counting gate widths:
measurement of the prompt neutron decay constant a N N 2

without preventing a normal operation of the E Z (T� -_EZk(T
subcritical system (Williams, 1974). Among them, the Y(T) = N k �Nk=l

variance-to-mean V-to-M) method is considered to be N-1 Zk (T)
the most convenient, since this method can perform N k=1
almost real-time monitoring of a by means of the

multi-channel scaler (MCS) (de Hoffmann, 1949; where N is the number of neutron counting gates,
Feynman et al., 1956; Misawa et al., 1990). However, Z V) the neutron counts of the k-th counting gate with
the conventional V-to-M method could not be applied respect to the gate width T.
to the ADS operated with the pulse-mode, so that we In the stationary subcritical system with the
developed a novel V-to-M method for measuring a of stationary neutron source, one can start neutron
the subcritical system driven by the periodic and counting for calculating the Y-value at anytime. On
pulsed neutron source (Kitamura et al., 2003). the other hand, when a periodic and pulsed neutron
Through preliminary experimental investigations for source is used with the subcritical system, since the
this V-to-M method (it is referred to as the type-1, neutron density or flux periodically varies even when
hereafter) by using the MCS, however, it was the system is in a stationary state, one have to take this
confirmed that it took a long time for measuring a periodicity into account for starting neutron counting.
with good accuracy (Kitamura et al., [in press]; In the type-1 procedure (Kitamura et al., 2003),
Yamane et al., 2002). Therefore, we further developed each neutron counting is started so as to synchronize
another type of the V-to-M method for the subcritical with the emission from the pulsed neutron source as
system that was driven by the periodic and pulsed illustrated in Fig. 1. On the other hand, in the type-2
neutron source (hereafter, referred to as the type-2). procedure, only the first counting is simultaneously

In this paper, an overview of the both V-to-M started with an emission from pulsed neutron source,
methods and their experimental examination, which while the followings are consecutively executed.
was performed with the Kyoto University Critical Comparing the both procedures, one can easily
Assembly (KUCA) and a pulsed neutron generator understand that the type-1 inevitably involves a time
(PNG) attached, will be reported.
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interval between adjacent counting gates as a waiting time, d the probability that one neutron is detected
time that does not exist in the type-2. Therefore, it can per unit time by a neutron detector placed inside the
be expected that the type-2 has the advantage against reactor system, v the number of neutrons emitted
the type-1, because all neutron detection events that per one fission reaction, Q the number of neutrons
arise during the waiting time are available for emitted per one source event and [xlc ..... maximum
measuring a. Here, the authors would like to note that integer that does not exceed x. The function
Pizsit and Ceder proposed another type of the VtO-M YTyp�-1,,,ififfT) is a component that depends on both 
method in which each neutron counting was started at and T, and if N is sufficiently large, it goes to zero,
random (Pizsit and Ceder, 2002). lim YT,.-,,..,,i (N, T = (8)

IV �.
2.3 Y-value formulas Therefore, if under such condition, Eq. 3 can be

We derived the Y-value formulas for respective written as follows:
types of counting procedures on the basis of the YType- (T = TypL-Isingle (T) . (9)
backward master equation. The Y-value formulas were Furthermore, when ar is much saller than unity and
derived as, T is equal to ir (i = 1 2 ...) or much larger than r, Eq.

IV 2 'v (9) can be re-written as follows:Z, (T)J'Zk (T) -E -al
Y(T) k=1 IV N =1 YTY,, (T = Y, (5 +I )(I e (10)

E Zk(T) a T
N k=1

(2) The Y-value formula for the type-2 procedure
where < x > is the ensemble mean with respect to x. within the one-point reactor approximation neglecting

Assuming a zero-power subcritical reactor system, the delayed neutron was also derived on the basis of
the Y-value formula for the type I procedure within the backward master equation. Although the exact
the one-point reactor approximation neglecting the expression of this formula is too complicated to be

used as a fitting function, the following simplifieddelayed neutron is derived as follows (Kitarnura et al.,
2003; Wallerbos and Hoogenboom, 1998): expression will be useffil. When aT is much smaller

YTYP,I(T = YTYp,-I,,ingIJT) + YTYP u (N, T) than unity and T is equal to ir (i = 1 2 ...) or much
IM larger than r, the simplified Y-value formula for the

(3) type-2 can be written as follows:
YYWI,3ingle(T) �(l I - e-al

a T
YO M(T) Y,,2 (T = Y (,5 + 1)

-al -ar + Z ( I _ -a (T-m r) I ,_I e-Nar N

I-e MA N NaT

1) (I - e-aT) 2 1-2a r
I-e

-al -,T) 3. Experimental
+2 O - e -aTe -ar

I-e To examine the present methods, we performedX
+ e-'(T-.,) 2 V-to-M experiments with the polyethylene-moderated

MA enriched-uranium core of the KUCA and the PNG
M(T) -a(T-r) (T-r) (Kobayashi et al., 1979; C. Ichihara et al., 1983). The

+2E (I e -a(T-r)e horizontal cross section of the core system is
illustrated in Fig. 2 The core consisted of 22 fuel

(4) elements, 3 control and 3 safety rods, a polyethylene
y (V V 1)) '� Ad element including a BF3 neutron detector of 12.7 mm
0 2 (5) effective diameter x 145 mm effective height a

a couple of polyethylene ones with cylindrical voids of
'5 (Q(Q-1)) a (6) 12.7 mm diameters and a sufficient number of

M ordinary polyethylene ones.TV �(V_ 0� -Ar The fuel element was assembled by inserting 36

M(X) (7) unit cells between a lower (50.8 mm x 50.8 mm x
IXIG..' 508.0 mm) and an upper polyethylene blocks (50.8

where, is the repetition period of the emission mm x 50.8 nun x 562.0 mm). 'Me unit cell of the
from the pulsed neutron source, f the probability present fuel element consisted of a plate type 93 
that one neutron induces the fission reaction per unit enriched-uranium aluminum alloy fuel (50.8 mm x
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50.8 m x 159 mm) and two kinds of polyethylene measured by the type I procedure and one for I ms
plates (50.8 mm x 50.8 mm x 318 mm and 50.8 mm was measured by the type-2. The pulse duration of D+
x 50.8 mm x 635 mm). beam was fixed to be gs, while the current and the

The polyethylene element that included the BF3 acceleration voltage were determined so that the
detector consisted of a lower polyethylene block (50.8 counting rate of the neutron detector immediately after
mm x 50.8 mm x 641.4 mm) and an upper one (50.8 every emission of pulsed neutrons might not exceed I
mm x 50.8 mm x 812.8 mm) with a cylindrical void kcps to avoid the count loss effect due to the dead
of 25.4 mm diameter. The BF3 neutron detector was time of the detector. Other experimental parameters
vertically inserted into the cylindrical void of the are listed in Table 1. The total measurement time in
upper polyethylene block. this table was calculated as the product of the dwell

In the KUCA, there is the PNG that consists of a time and the number of MCS channels per one sweep
Cockcroft-Walton type accelerator and a gas-in-metal multiplied by the total number of MCS sweeps.
type T target. The pulsed neutrons are generated We have to note here that, throughout the
through the D-T reaction by the pulsed and experiments, all the control and the safety rods were
accelerated D' beam and T in the target metal. The ftilly withdrawn. However, in the Case4 a couple of
duration and the repetition period of D beam pulse polyethylene elements with cylindrical voids of 12.7
can be controlled by the output signal from an mm diameters, that were place at 1-13" and "4�46"
arc-pulser installed in the control room of the KUCA. in Fig. 2 were replaced to ordinary polyethylene ones.

The BF3 neutron detector was connected to As a reference, the pulsed neutron experiment by
conventional instrumentation circuits, i-e- a using the same core systems were performed prior to
pre-amplifier, a main amplifier and a timing single the V-to-M experiments. When the pulse repetition
channel analyzer (TSCA). The output pulses from the period was 50 rns, the a-value for the Cases I to 3 was
TSCA were fed into a commercially available MCS. measured to be 357.8 09 s-1. On the other hand, in
In the present V-to-M methods, neutron counting had the Case4 core, the a-value was 363.2 ± 09 s-1.
to be started so as to synchronize with the emission
from the pulsed neutron source, so that every MCS 4. Results and Discussions
sweep was started with the output signal from the
arc-pulser that was used as the trigger signal for the Figures to 7 show the Y-curves measured by using
PNG. the type I procedure for the Cases I to 3 respectively.

To calculate the Y-value, the bunching technique One can see good agreement between the measured
was adopted (Misawa et al., 1990). In the bunching and the fitted Y-curves. Figure shows the Y-curve
technique, the time-series data of neutron counts with measured by using the type-2 procedure for the Case-4.
respect to a fundamental gate width To, that is usually One can also find good agreement between the
referred to as the dwell time, are acquired by using the Measured and the fitted Y-curves.
MCS. The neutron counts with respect to longer gate In Table 2 the actual measurement time, the fitting
widths 2TO, 3TO, and so on are not acquired directly functions employed, the measured and the reference
but synthesized by bunching time-series data acquired a-values are tabulated. The a-values measured by the
with respect to To. V-to-M methods were obtained by fitting respective

Figure 3 shows the bunching technique for the formulas to the measured Y-curves ranging below 004
type-1 procedure where the MCS sweep is started s s. Therefore, in the Cases I to 3 the MCS data of only
as to synchronize with the emission from the pulsed first 114, 160 and 160 channels with respect to every
neutron source. In this figure, are the neutron sweep are actually used to calculate the Y-curves,
counts accumulated in the j-th channel of the MCS. respectively. In the type-I procedure, hence, the actual
One can find from this figure that only one neutron measurement time that is the product of the dwell time
counts data can be synthesized from one MCS sweep and the total number of MCS channels actually used
since only the first counting channel is truly becomes considerably smaller than the total
synchronized with the emission from the pulsed measurement time.
neutron source. Hence, a plenty number of MCS In the type-] procedure, it can be seen from Table 2
sweeps are needed to calculate the Y-curve in the that the differences between the measured and the
type-I procedures. On the other hand, in the type-2 reference a-values are less than 4 although the pulse
procedure, as illustrated in Fig. 4 plural numbers of repetition period was varied from I to 20 ins. On the
neutron counts data are synthesized from one MCS other hand, the difference in the type-2 procedure is
sweep. Therefore, it is possible to calculate the found to be less than 1% although the total
Y-curve from one MCS sweep, although the number measurement time for the Case-4 is shorter than those
of gates synthesized from one MCS sweep depends on for the Cases I to 3 as shown in Table 1. Considering
the gate width Wallerbos and Hoogenboom, 1998), as the actual measurement time for the Case-4, one can
shown in Fig.4. see that the type-2 procedure efficiently utilizes the

In the present experiments, Y-curves for 3 different MCS data. This is considered to be a main reason of
pulse repetition periods of 20, 10 and I rns were very good agreement between the measured and the
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Table I Experimental parameters of present V-to-M experiments

Accelerator MCS

Repetiton Dwell Channels Total

Period [ms] Time [ms] per Sweep Total Sweeps Measurement
Time [min]

Case-1 20 0.35 1024 5000 29.9

Case-2 10 0.25 1024 4500 19.2

Case-3 1 0.25 1024 6000 25.6

Case-4 1 0.20 8192 500 13.7
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Table 2 Measured a-values by present V-to-M methods and pulsed neutron method

V-to-M methods Pulsed Neutron
Method

Actual Measurement Time
Counting Channels Total Fitting Measured Measured
procedure per I Sweep [min] Function a Values [s' a Values [s-']

Case I Type- 1 114 3.3 Eq. 9 359 ± 16

Case-2 Type- 1 160 3.0 Eq. 9 369 ± 13 357.8 ± 09

Case-3 Type-] 160 4.0 Eq. 10 ) 349 ± 9

Case-4 Type-2 8192 13.7 Eq. 11 ) 366.7 4 17 363.2 ± 09

>Time

----------- 7 ------------- Gate O pen
Type-1

procedure counting counung_�-------------- Gate Close

Gate Open
Type-2 Ist 2nd 3rd

counting counting counting
procedure - ------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------- Gate Close

Fig.1, Illustration of the neutron counting procedures proposed in this paper
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Fig.2 Horizontal cross section of the core system
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Fig.3 Illustration of data processing by bunching technique for the type I procedure
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Fig.4 Illustration of data processing by bunching technique for the type-2 procedure
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Fig.6 Measured and fitted Y-curves for the Case-2 Fig.8 Measured and fitted Y-curves for the Case-4
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